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SD:E!A.BY 
.An investigation Fas conducted to evaluate the inter-
action of uing and body at supersonic speed. Thrc8 ~'ing 
models of straight ane. Siv8J?tback plan forD and three related 
bodies of revolution were tested se:xlrately and in all 
pos sible 1'Jing-bocty cor.~bina tions. :;:"ift, c1re.g , and pitchinG 
moment 1vere measured at 1.53 Each i1uElber throuGh a range of 
Reynolds numbers. The results of the investigation aj.1d a 
discussion of the experiment~l technique are presented. 
Up to the limits of the in7csti s ation, the aerodynamic 
charac'ceris tics of the models tes t e d 1Jere f oune".. to be, 
for the wings, inde~cndent of sca le beyond one-half Dillion 
~~c. .'-
Reynolds number and, for the sh'1.rp-nose bodies., nearly 
independent of sC D.le beyond ~eynolds nUf.1bex's of three or 
four uillions. Beyond these values, the sU9crsonic 
aerodynarai c charac te l~is tics of the r.:ocl.cls tcs t ed can, 
wi th a fe.:! exceptions, be clo s ely p:cecl.icted \'lhenever 
2 I L 
theory exists. 
It l~S f~und that the effect of interaction is such that 
the portion of wing area blanketed' by the body should be 
considered comp letely effective aerodynamically in estimating 
the lift and- drag of a combination o This rule probably fails 
if the ling is clo se to the base of the body , or if the wing 
span is sma.ll cl)mpared with the .body diameter. 
INTRODUCTIO -
The problem I)f estiQating the interaction between simple 
a erodynamic shEl.pes in combination has , a t subsonic speeds, 
been t he subject of both theoretical and experilLente.l i nvesti-
gation. This' same p~oblem at supersonic speods now confronts 
both the r-t ircr r ft. de signer, rho must combine the ' chnr qc t eristics 
of sepc.rate a ircra.ft c18ments) and the 'l:vind-tunnel investigator, 
who must know to what extent he i s justified ~n bre~king down 
a generRI research inv est i gation into studies of individual 
components. 
Existing supers~nic t heory permits the prediction, a t 
least apprOXimately , of t he a.erodynaI!lic chc.racteristics of 
certain si~ple shapes such as rectangular wings and pointed 
bodies of revolution . The limited am ount of experimental 
evidence nOlllT nvaileble c~nfirms , VIT i th cert c;_ in exceptions , the 
validi ty of preser:.t t heory. Hal' ev er, no theory treating 
combina tions of these asic forms has YEt been c.dv C'.nced, and 
virtually no experimental results illumina te this proble~ . 
l 
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~n e~~mple: of the consequent state of ignorance is the 
current uncertainty as. t.? .v,rhether tbe area of wing blanke t ed 
.M ,- ~ .. , • • ~ I .' j . ~ 
by the body should be considered in estimating the supersonic 
performance of a ,"'ing- body combination, as is common in the 
subsonic case. 
: ' 
To provido information on ~he interaction of wings and 
~odies at supersonic speeds was the ~im of the ptesent 
investigationo Ee8.sure.I~ents ilere made at 1.53 ,lJlach number of 
'ihe lift, drag, and pitching- moment characteriStics of 
several 1~ings and bodies. and the resulting cornbinRt{.ons. 
EOdels v;rere chosen to bring out possible vari<:>.tio!lS of C'I.ero-
dY!1amic chare.cteristies resulting ,from , moQ.ifications of ,;ling 
plan form or of body cant our. > Mo~eQv~r , the mode Is were 
chosen similar to possible designs ?£: ' $upcrsonic aircraft 'so 
that the results mig:tt be of dir,Gct .Hpplica-tion o .ifariatl0n 
.' '{ ) .. 
of tunnel pressure provided a range of test Reynolds numbers 
. . 
to give an insight into the effects of scale. 
In the present report , the results for tpe wings and 
bodi GS of revolution alone are first analyzed in comparison 
-
with existing theory. FollOWing that , the effect of combining 
these basic forms is discussed, ~nd simple empirical rules 
are derived for estimating ~he characteristics of a combi-
nation from those of its components o An attempt is made to 
explain the physical bFsis for thes~ rUles, and certain limit-
ations to their validity are suggested p 
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" ".. APPARATUS ' AND }[ETHODS 
Tunnel 
The investigation was ' conducted in the Ames ' l- by 3-foot 
supersonic wind tunnel No.1. This is a variable-pressure 
tunn.e,l fitted temporarily with a fixed t\vo-dirilensional-flow 
nozzle designed to provide a uniform 1-1ach number of 1~5 in ' a ' 
1-. by 2i-foQt rectQ.ngular test section. " 
The tunnel is pOvJerecl by synchronous electric mot ors which 
drive four three-stage centrifugal compressors at a maximum ' 
rated load Qf 10,000 horsepower in continuous operation. The 
level of total pressure in the tunnel can be maintained auto-
matically at any selected value from a minimum of 2 pounds per 
square inch to a maximum, at the present Bach number, of , 25 ' 
pounds per square inch. Humidity of tne air can be reduced 
to a low value by repeatedly evacuating the tunnel and refilling 
it wi th dry air from a supply tank. 
Instrumentation 
Lift) drag, and pitching m'Jrnent of three-dimensional 
models are , measured by an electr.ic strain- gage balance3 
Figure 1 shows the general arrangement of the balance 'inside 
t he tunnel test section., Figure 2 is a sche~atic drawing of 
the balance mechani~mo A beam carrying the m'Jdel on a sting 
is mounted inside a housing that is supported by a strut 
spanning the tunnel downstream' of ' t'he t est section. Five 
G -FIl)3-TIAL 
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constant - stress cantilever springs constrain the strea~ ise 
and vertical moti~n of the beam relative to the housing~ 
Additi~nal restraints limit its rolling and transverse 
movement. Each of the five springs carries four strain-
5 
gage rindine;s T'Jhich are connect ed ln a H"hea t st ~ne-briCl.gc 
c i rcuit, and a constant electromotive force fr~m a direct 
current power supply is iopres sed upon the circuit. Under 
static c~'1c_itions each circuit is el~ctrically balanced o 
.Aeroydna:nic forces transmitted from the model to the spring 
unbalance the circuit , and the 2.mount of urlbalance is measured 
cn a light-beam galvanometer . ::'he g['.lv9.nor;;eter readir..gs are 
directly proportional to tho farces, the constants of propor-
ti~nality being deteroined by static calibration . 
A single strain-gage unit mOGsures the component of force 
paralIc 1 to the beam while readir.gs of t~e other tt"lO pairs of 
units arc c~mbinod electrically to give the farce perperldic-
ular to the beam [md the pitching monent acting ab~ut an 
arbitrarily fixed point. From these three quantities the 
lift, drag, and pitching moment ~cting on the mode l ~re 
calculate d o The ~eam is electrically insulate d from the 
h~using, and f~uling between the bsam and the rest of the 
balance is inCiicated by an ohmmeter" The forward section of 
the housing ('Thich contains the balance bca'7l can be rotated 
through ±5° in pitch to vary the E,ngle of attack of the 
m~del . The pivot is behind the m~del , so that angle - of-
attack changes involve vertical displacemrnt of the model , 
CmjFI :DENT I AL 
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as sh~wn in f i gure 1 . 
The sting supp~rting the model is c0npletely enc10sed by 
a shroud that extends from the front of the balance housing 
to within l/32-inch of the codol base~ Shr~u:iing serves 
~rimarily to elicina t n all aEr0iy~amic tare forces Ip0n ~~e 
sting. Furt~erD0re, the ~ntire interi0r ~f the belance is 
maintained at the bese pressure of the ffi~dGl , s~ thrt base 
pressure readings can be ob~aine d sinply by ffie ~sur ing the 
pressure inside the hnusing. 
The tunnel test secti~n is fi tt e'1. "\':1t. 1-1/4-inch tr:.ic l: , 
19-inch-disn8ter aptically grcu~d pl~t8-g1aos ~i~d0WS. A 
schlieren apparatus permits ot servntion 0f the flow firld about 
t l:e m0dels. The system c'Jnsists ~f a l i ght s0urc8 , tv; 13-inch-
diameter spherical mirrars of 120-inch focal l ength , an adj~Gt -
able knife oc.ge , and. a c~mbinc.ti'Jn cO.::Jer~. and. vi e1·T in; screen . 
A lOOO-watt high-!)ressure mercury- c99~r lam:;> provides .:1 thor 
contL1uouS illuminati"JD for visue.l ')osorvatian 0r a sin[ :'e 
int ense f lash of approxif.1a.t e ly 6 micr'oseC0nds dur-: tion for 
high-speed photogr[l.pl:yo 
Pre ssuro n~Gasurement s r c(~ui r c cl in rectuc iLg the f':Jrc e 
dat a t"J coefficient fsrm are ~bscrved 'In a multiple-t~~o 
'Jf tho t 0.st secti ')n , 1',11ich is used in c'JL19uting dY:1A.cJ_c 
pressure , ~nd the st~tic pressures ~t tho test scct:~n and insido 
t he bo.12nce, br)th 'Jf 1,Tn.ic:l enter J.:1"~r: bc.;:;c o.J.'~g cal cl).lCJt i0ns . 
Specific h1..1.Dio.i ty 0:' the- f1.'.r in tho tunnel is dct~rmined 
OO'IFID~'!'!TIAL 
by using a stc.ndard. BurCq~ of Hine s de1'Jpoint C'..9parE'.tus . In 
this device a stream of the sample air is di r ected against 
7 
a polished metal mirr~r which i s c~aled by 8vap~rati~n of 
battled carb0n dioxide . Readin~s are made of the pressure 
and tenpcrature a t which fonnatian of dew CODDences at -etc 
c enter of t~e mirror. l Then the tun~el total pressure is less 
t :han c?tf.1ospheric , t1..mnel. air is drn'Tn throu6h the dcKl.)a2.r:t 
a)pe.ratus bye. V::WUV_'TI pur.,p. 
I'lodels 
A phot'JgrE.ph of tho Idngs e.nd bedies In'lestigat ecL i8 
shawn in f i gure 30 kll psrtincnt d~mcnsions of the models 
are give~ in fi gure 4. 
'Throe related b0dies of revolution vi E.re invcstigc.tcd . 
ThesE' C're rcfCl"'I' c d to P. S the "bo.s ic) II the tlbl unt, II v.nd the 
"bulbous" ba(Hos . As the nEuncs suggest , the latter two 
shape£: repl~escnt modif i cations of t:hc firot. ':'hc bnsic 
body had a sharp conical nose af 20 0 Ge~iangle falla -cd by 
an agival tro..nsiti')n to a cylindrical midport i'ln . I t was 
moderately bOQt -t ~i led ) and had an over-all fineness rQtia 
of seven . The b~unt b ody WQG identical wi t h t he basic body , 
except that the pointed nose waG r~undcd off to 2 l/~-inch 
radius. This 't'\Tas dm1€) to asc8rt'l i n t!18 p ossible effects of a 
s trong bow l-JCl.VC i nt ersee ti:1g tho vring of D. comb i nati ')n. The 
bulbous bod.y had the sA.me ogi v 8.1 1e8.:1 .:'.s the b a sic body, but 
the re8r portion \\T."S undercut. This ~rcs d,)118 to r.scertain 
CO:\fFI~~I :'IAL 
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the p~ssible effects of pr0nounced b0dy curvature at the wing 
root of a c0mbination. The bodies were carefully machined 
fr0m steel and highly p01ished. They"t' ere built up 0f t1r:O 
pieces plus a filler plate, as shown in figure 3. 
TW0 wing pIon forms were investigated. These are referred 
to as the "straight II and the "sweptback" plan forms. B0th had 
a taper ratio of two t o one} an aspect rati0 of four, and the 
same area . The sweptback plan form can be visualized as being 
der i ved fr~m the straight plan f0rm by shearing in the stream-
wise directiJn until the midcL~rd line has been rotated through 
-50 5 . nhe leading edge is then swept back approximately 410 and, 
at the l'Iach :1umbe!' of this investigati In, lies ahead of the 
l/iach C0ne springing from its apex . ~1Ting tips were cut o:i'f 
parallel t~ the flight directlon. 
It v.JaS anticipated that this investigation ~ight SD0W 
the porti0n of wing area ~lanketed by a body to be only 
partially effective aerodynamically. Thus it was expected 
that 1'1.'"hen these bodies and "ll'Tings were c0mbined} the c'Jmbinati0n 
might carry lift and drag forces smaller than the sums of the 
forces on its components. The extent of this p0ssible ineffec-
tiveness c0uld be determined experimentally by testing in 
c0mbinati0n another lilTing model which has the effect 0f adding 
the original plan form entirely outside - rather than through -
the bodies. This was done only with the straight plan f0rm 
and , to simplify the model, in combination only with the basic 
and blunt bodies. 
CONFIDE JT IA~ 
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Acc'Jrdingly three wing models were c'Jnstructed: one each 
of straight and sloJeptback plan form, and a third, corr.prising 
the straight plan form divided at its center by the maximum 
body aiameter, to be tested only in combination. All three 
wings were of 5-I)Crcent-tD2.ck section in the strecL:i1vise 
direction. In all cases an i sosceles triangular profile ~.".as 
ch'}s en for the 'tllTings. This is a represe:c1ta t i ve sect ion kn'JWD 
to havE gO'Jd aerodynamic charactGristics at supcrsonic speeds 
and, in adcUti0n , lNas easy to constr-l.1Ct. Ar.gles 0f attack 
are referred to the flat lower surface . The models ~ere 
machined fr0m heat-treated tool steel o Leading and trailing 
edges were ground to a thickness of ~ess than 0.002 inch. 
vJ:ten teste;:l al'me, the first t;.vo wings l.vere claDped in 
a small conical fitting, shov.TD in figure 3, which l~Tas mounted 
at the end of a sting . To form a wing-body combination, the 
filler plate of the bodies "VITaS remQvcd and replaced by anyone 
of the wings. 1r,Then as semble d, the wing 111Tas at zero angle of 
incidence with respect to the axis of the body. Three typical 
wing-bQdy combinations are sketched in figure 5. All screw 
holes and gaps Nere filled with b c es~vax and finished sLiooth 
prior to testingn Sting lengths for the nodels ~re so chQsen 
that a l~Ting, when tested in combination, occupied thG same 
strearrn~Tise l()cati0n in the test secti0n as when tested alone .. 
In order to increase the rang e of PQsitive angles of 
attack, all models were set on their stings at an initial 
angle of 3°. The available balance rC'_nge of ±5° then 
CONFIDErJTIAL 
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provided nominal angles of attack f~r models of from - 2 to go. 
Photographs of typical m~del installa.t1oDS are sh'Jwn in figure 6. 
Tunnel Calibrati'Jn 
Certain results obtained in calibrating the tunnel are 
essential to an understanding of the investigatiJn . They will 
be mentioned here insofar as they c'Jncern the presEnt tests o 
Chief among these results is the determinati;n of the 
effect of huoidity. It has been found tl-.l.at the quantities 
associated ~ith the flow in the test secti'Jn - total pressure , 
sttttic pressure , dynamic precsure , and H[>.ch number - vary 
with the arn~unt of Qoisture in the stream. Values of the aero-
dyn~mic coefficients of modals tested, however, appear to be 
independent of humidity bel~w a value of approximately 0.0014 
pound of water per pound of air provided the variatio~ of the 
flOlrJ quantities is taken into acc0i_mt in the reduction of the 
data. The specific humidity was maintained below 0,0008 in 
the present invEstigBti0n. 
The W:tch number in the t est sect i on , in Clddi ti on to varying 
VITi th humidity, was found in the cclibrati0n to c.epend slight ly 
upon tunne 1 total pressure . In this investigation I the l1ach 
number at t he "9osition of the wi ngs vClried bE:;cause of the 
combined effects of humidity and tunnel press~re between 
extreoes of 10525 and 10545, lying ordinarily close to 1.530. 
The strcamv.Jise static-pressure grc:.dient in the tESt 
section aQ0un ts t~ 1t percent of the dynamic pressure over the 
COIFIDSNT:!:AL 
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length of the bodies. The c0rresp0nding correction to crag, 
ostime.tod as a sifJp1e buoya:1.c~r effect, is n-sgligible in every 
c8.se. The pressure gradient C'..cr08S the tunnel \\la8 fou:1d to 
be nil, nnel thEit in the verticB.l a.irection negligibly small . 
StreD.:n angulo.rity 1.>Jas shown bJ' the usual procedure of inverting 
a wing model to be zoro within the accuracy of me~suroQcnt. 
R!:;SDLTS 
Rflnge of Tests 
Each model was tested at nominn1 angles Qf attack ranging 
by increments of 2° from -20 to gO. Ueasurements 0f lift , drag, 
and pitc~i~g Doment, together ~ith b~se-pressure re~dings and 
other supplementQry observ~tion8,wcrc m~de at five vplucs of 
tunnel tot~l orossure . These pressures Fnd the c0rrespo~ding 
values of Eeyno1ds number for 1iJi~zs r.nd bodies r-re CiS follows: 
Tunnel total ore-ssure 
flb/sq in)-
g 
12 
13 
25 
Q . n 
Reynolds nu~bcr f0r 
bodies (~i11io:1.s) 
0. 55 
1.1 
2 . 1 
3.1 
4 . 2 
Reynolds nu~bor for 
v-Jir..gs (::-:i11ion8) 
0.12 
. 24 
.45 
.66 
. 90 
Select ed schlieren phot ogr['.phs Fore ['.lso tEtken. 
Dnta for the win~s and combinnti0ns at high ng1cs of 
attD.ck and t't the l[l.rger Reyn01ds numbers vrere limited by 
f0uling of the model or sting agninst the shroud . All the 
results prosented Dre free of fouling. 
12 at FI -TT.. L 
~:')st of the moment data were f')und to be useless becau8e 
of excessive zer') shifts, and were discarded. ~fter t h is 
defect las remedied, Moment readings were err')DeQUS above 
'Jnly Q')derate values of lift because the balance bea.11 brus_led 
a gainst an electrical lead. Only the Doment readings ; ere 
invalidated , the c_isturbence t'J t:te lift and drag being 
negligible. Because of these di~ficulties , the reliab_e 
9itching-m,)De~t results are fr8gDentary . 
T~e character of the flo~ ab')ut the ~ode ls is il~ustrated 
by typiCBl schlieren pictur'3s in fi gure 7. ~r_e u,per n-_oto-
graph sho1r.Ts t~e bulbQUS b0dy at zero angle of S.t tack, 1'Thile 
in the 1 ')'V'-er phQt0graph the stra.ight win[ has been ae_ded . 
c')th pictures "'ere taken at a tunnel pressure of l~ p')unc.s 
per square inch I,ri th an 8ypOSUre time of a fev! microsec'Jnds .. 
The knife edge of the schlieren apparatus was perpendicular 
t') the flol directi')n and oriented so that regions of increasing 
den s ity in the streamvise direction ap;.::>ear darl~. 
In the u~per picture the pr i~cipal shock W2ves caused by 
t he Ii ')o.el ere , frQm left to rigt.t , the bQiri v.ravC' , a c')opression 
sh')ck fr')m the neck of the body, and the trailing shock behind 
t he base , foll,)1ved by a str'Jng sh')c~: VB.va frof.1 the conical head 
of the balance housing . The interaection of e8ch of these 
sh')ck "'Taves with the bTlIDc1..ary layer on the gla.ss side 1f,TRll 
8ppears as a 1AT8vy hYgerb ')lic line. The wake is seen to converge 
COrFIDE-TIA!.. 
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behind the base of the body and flow turbulently a long the 
shr a ud and balance hausing . In t he lowe r picture t~o 
additianal shac k i'!TaVeS spring from tt.e l eading and trailing 
edges of the wing n 
The t wo shack 1aves cutting acro s s those from the :nodel 
are kn 0wn to ori ginate from a sli ght im?erfectian in machining 
the top and b')tt am walls af t he tunne L, They fall d ovmstream 
of all models and a re known to be ~eak , so that t hey should 
not affec t the r esults . The mottled appearance of the bnck-
ground is believed to result from turbulence of the boundary 
layer on t he glass 1 indo 'ITS. 
Aerodynamic Forc e Data 
All force measurements a re presented in the for~ of 
lift, drag, And pitching-moment coefficients . To obt a in these 
results balance readings we r e multiplied by previously deter-
mined calibrati')n const ant s to give the forces parallel and 
perpendiculAr tl) the balance beam and. the pitching ma::1ent 
pcting about the arbitrary r efer ence axis . Fr')Q these values 
Rnd frOD t he angle and positi;n of t he m')del relative ta the 
beam , t he lift, drag , and pitching momen t of t he m')del itself 
V,7cre calcul.?teo_ . These Quant it i e s Fere cl)nv ert!S d to c oeffi-
cient farm thrl)ugh divi si o~1 by appropriate r efe r ence dimensions 
and by the dynami c pres sure c2.1culated from 
(1) 
14 
whe r e 
q dynamic pressure a t the 'model 
y adiabatic exponent for air , taken to be 1 . 40 
I ,: l-1ach number at the model 
H t otal pressure at the model 
The proper value of H is slightly less than the value HI . J. 
measured upstream in the 10w-speed section of the tunnel. The 
t - H '~ I ra 10 .. f.- has been determined experimentally as a funct i on 
of specific humio.ity . Its value during .this invest i gation 
(i. e ., f0 r specific humidity 'oelo'07 O.,OOOS) lay always be t ween 
0 . 99 and 1 . 00 , and was taken to be unity . 
Coefficients for the bodies alone are referred here t o 
the frontal area , and moments are taken about the base with 
the body length as reference. Coefficients f or the ~~ngs and 
ring- body combinat i 0ns are referred to the wing plan form 
area , moments being taken about the centroid 01' the plan form 
with the mean geomet ric chard as reference length . Thus in 
combinations invol ving the divided straight wing the reference 
a rea is entirely 0utsice the body , while i n every other case 
t he reference fl.rea extends tr..rougr~ the body . In this vIay 
coefficients f or all the wings and combins tions are ref err ed 
to a commO.1 ar ea , 1'J'hich permi ts direct quantitative comparison 
of the results a Value s of Reyn01Qs number are based upon the 
total length for bodies and upon the mean geometric chord of 
the plan f orm for 1'ITings c 
Values given for tota l dr2g of bodics ind c0mb i nat i ons do 
CO~F IDE ·TI AL 
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nl)t necessa.rily apply to the [1oc1els in free flight . No atte:.1pt 
1'.TaS made to correct 0.rags f or the unknown effects I)f support 
interference . Independent tests indicate that these effects 
are a cOl1plicated functi')n of t~e size and position of the 
ffiodel relative to the sup,ort , the shepe of the ~')del , and the 
Reynolds number . The effects are , hl)wever , cl)nfined Ql)stly to 
the rearward p~rti0n of a Dodel and are felt principally as a 
change in bRse pressure . 
For this reason , and becsuse base pressures cann')t be pre-
dicted by theory , data are also presented fl)r the total measured 
dr8[s minus the base drags . The result is t ermed the If'Jre" 
drRg . Base drags vere calculeted by Gultiplying the b~8e area 
by the difference between frGe - stream static pressure and 
measured base pressure . Other investigati~ns (reference 1) 
have shl)wn that the pressure is c~n s t ~nt ')v ~r the base . Values 
I)f fore drag are believed tl) be relatively une.ffected by supp:)rt 
interference , and can be cl)mp2rcd cirectly with theory . 
Because all the stings were shr~uded , nl) t are fl)rces 
exist except for th')se ')n the small c')nical fitting used to 
support the w:ngs . In cn atteQpt t'J determine the marnitude 
of these forcos , an eouivalent dumoy fitting was tested all)ne . 
The rEsult s Ivhich Ere shovJn in figure 8 f')r the highest value 
of Reyn ')lds nUIi1ber are repro sent at i ve of th ')s e at other 
values . The coofficient s sre referred t') the dimensi')ns I)f 
the wings , 2nd pitching ml)ments are t2kcn abl)ut the referonce 
axis f')r the straight wing . Lift and ~')ment wero seen t') be 
negligible compared with the lifts ~nd m')mcnts experienced 
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by tbe wings and c~rnbinati0ns. Dr g is appreciable, h~ Tever , 
and. 1~Tas acc'Jrdingly subtracted as an c9.E'r'JC.ynamic -'care i rom the 
measured drags ~f the ' "tiT ings plus the fitting. 
Precision 
The accuracy of the results can be estimQtcd b~ co~s idering 
in turn the uncertainty inv'Jlved in de"cerE:ining angle 0f attacl: , 
i n computing dynamic pressure , and in measuring forces wit~ 
the strain-gage bnlance . 
Zero angle of E'.ttac': for eE.ch model 1··as measure6. under 
static c~nditi0ns by means of a dia~ i ndic£tar 8nd a car efully 
leveled surface plate inside the te Jt s ection, end is accurate 
to '-li thin o ±0 . 05 .. other ~ngles were obtc.ined by cranking ..... L.ne 
balance angle-of-attack mechanism always in the same sense t'J 
elim!nate backlash and reading & counter to the near6st 0.010 ; 
~ence no aaai ti0nal error WC'.s introduced . Finc.lly , all angles 
of att8c~ were corrected for deflec ion of the sUP9Qrt system 
under aerodynamic loFtc1 . The :icflection3 irJC re cD.lcule.te d from 
the measured values of lift using elastic c'Jnstants previ0usly 
determined for the system by loading eac~ nodel statically 
at its center of pressure. The calculeted ~eflectionG agreed 
well with those observed directly with a telescope 
during the tests cm:i should not be in er::.~or by more than ±J.05'J 
even at the highest lift. Acccrd::"n a'ly , the oV8r-all '.lLcerta.inty 
in angle of attnck is believ~d to be never greater.than ±O .) • 
Calcul~ t ed values Qf dynamic pressure are su Ject to 
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three known S0urces of error. First is the uncertainty in 
total-pressure readings, which 8.re believed to be accurate 
17 
to within ±l millimeter of mercury_ The corresponding uncer-
tainty in dynamic pressure amounts to le~s than 1 percent at 
the lowest tunnel pressure, and falls to l ess than one-t en th 
of 1 percent at the highest pressure . Sec~nd, no correcti0n 
was applied for the decrease in total ' pressure a long the 
tunnel froc the point of measurement to t he model p0sition , 
1~rhich the tunnel calibration shov.red to result from C0nc.ensa-
ti0n of water vnp or G VE'.luc s of dynamic pressure lnay, on this 
account , be low by as much as 0 0 9 percent. Finally ) 
eq~Cl:tion (1) relating total pressure ,[lnd dyne,mic pressure 
j"nv01ves a knowledge of the test Each numbero The expression, 
t.owever, is near a mnximum with respect to 1-1 at t'Q,e present 
value of approximately 1053, and is cl)nsequently insensitive 
to small errors in the determinati')n of ' Hach number o 
Repeated calibration of the strain- gage balance during 
the cl)urse I)f the inv estigation showed fluctuations in the 
calibrati0n constants of less than one~h81f of 1 percent 
I)v~r a period of several ml)nths Q Calibration constants were 
found to be entirely unaffected by the extr eme s of pressure 
:lnd temperature to which the interior of t~e balance is 
subjected in the course of a run. The zero r eadings, on the 
0ther hand, shifted over a wide rl'.nge with chElnges in temper-
ature . The v~riations could, h01reVCr, be c')rrelated wi th 
re.dings of thermoc0uples a t the strain gages . The r emaining 
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uncerta i nty in zero readings introduces small errors at the 
low values of Reynolds number, where the tunnel pressure a~d 
hence the forces on the models are small~ At higher Reyn01ds 
numbers , however, which involve high tunnel pressures and 
large forces , the uncertainty in zero readings is usually 
unimportant . 
At high values of lift , a further correction to the drag 
was necessary because lift and drag are not completely 
independent . The strain-gage springs deflect under load, 
the balance beam rotates slightly, and a small component of 
the lift acts upon the drag gage. Although small , this 
correction repeats poorly, introducing a maximum uncertainty 
of less than ±Oc002 into the drag coefficients of any model. 
All coefficients are presented as if . the test Each number 
were constant. Actually its value fluctuated witn tunnel 
pressure and humidity between the limits previously given, 
and the aerodynamic coefficients varied accordingly . To a 
first approximati0n , coefficients for wings are t heoretically 
1 
proporti0n81 to (H2 - 1)-2, a nd nence deviate fr0m the mean 
by as much as ±l percent. Coefficients for b0dies of revol-
ution are according to linear the0ry ~uch l ess re~ponsive tJ 
slight vari8ti0ns in test l:ac11 number. 
The follmving t able lists the totEl.l uncertainty introduced 
into each coeffici ent by errors in determining dynamic pressure , 
by errors in measuring forc es with the balance, and by 
f luctuatioo of t es t Mach number . Values are list ed for th e 
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lowest and highest values of Reyn0lds numbEr and vary linearly 
between these extremes. 
Coefficient 
B~dy of r evolution 
lift 
ctrag 
pitching m~ment 
lHng 0r combination 
lift 
drag 
pitchlng moment 
Unc ertainty at 
lowest :!.':<,eyn'Jlo.s 
number 
------
±O.l 
±.03 
±.2 
±.02 
±.oo6 
±.Os 
Uncertainty at 
highest Reynolds 
number 
±O.03 
±.Ol 
:r.03 
±.Ol 
±.004 
±.02 
Inspection of the data indicates that experimental scatte r 
lies generally within these limits. 
The possible existence of n0nrepeating errors resulting 
fr0ID unknown or uncontrollab:e causes, such as b~lance 
friction, was invcst igat(d by making repeated tests of 
sever21 models. The basic body was tested twice) and the 
straight "ring l/ITaS tested at the start, the midd18 J and the 
end of the investig2 tion. It is gratif:n.ng to see that all 
discrepancies between repe~ted runs lie within the limits of 
uncertainty prescribed above6 Thus it i s concluded that no 
appreciable source of error remains unaccounted for. 
DIS CUS3 I o:r 
The results fQr wings and bodies alone will first be 
analyzed in detail in comparison with existing theory. This 
is done not only to establish a firo b8sis for the subsequent 
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discussion of wing-body combinations, but also because data 
f~r these elementary aerodynamic shapes are of interest in 
themselves, particularly insofar as they clarify the effects 
of scale at supersonic speeds. Follo~ing this analysiS of the 
separate wings and bodies the r,1ain objective of the investi-
gation - an evaluati0n of i,Tin0-bod.y interaction - '.vill be 
discussed. 
Bod:"es 
Com')arFble theory. - Expel'ir.18n tal result s for t:!:le three 
bodies of revolution can be compared wit~ values predicted by 
the theoretical solutions of von Kiroin en~ Moore for wave 
drag (refere~~e 2) ani of 7sie~ for lift and pitching m~Dent 
(reference 3). These are linearized soluti0ns ~hich yield only 
first apprQximotions ~o the actual aerodynamic charflcteristics. 
Both r.1ethl)c:ts involve a stepWise solution iolhich l'JaS cD.rried 
Ol.·.t for t:!:le be .sic anc1 bulolJus bodies usinG 14 and IS integre.tion 
stati:ns, rcspectivelyo T~e Qethods are nat applicable to the 
blunt bOGy, The actual cODputing procedu~e em~loyeQ was that 
of reference 4. The resulting pressure distributions are 
pres 8nte ~ as a ~a~ter of int eres t in flgure 9. For the bulbous 
body the pressure distributi~n at zero angle of attack was 
ealculat ed r)ver the heCld o,~ ly) becD.1~se pressures c.long the 
cylindrical hank exert no net force. ~he pressare o~ the 
conical nose given by the mathematically exact theory of 
Taylor and ~ ilaccoll (rofcrence 5) is also shown to indice.te the 
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degree of approximation in'volved in the' linear theory. 
Lift.- Figure 10 presents the lift characteristics of 
the three bodies of revolution. Lift coefficient is plotted 
versus angle of attack at five values of ReynolC1.s number. 
For comparison the theoretical variati.on 'is also Sh01'JD ,by 
a dashec). line for the basic and bulbous bodies. 
The bodies, being C).xially symmetrical, should of course 
show vanishing lift at zero angle of attack. Their c0nsistent 
failure to do so can be attributed only to errors in force 
measurement, probably a result or. the remaining uncertainty 
in balanc e zero shift vIi th temperature. In general, the 
discrepancy lies inside the limits of error listed previously. 
For all three bodies} lift coefficient increases at 
first linearly with angle of attack, as the simple theory 
indicates'; only above 60 angle of attack do the experimental 
values of lift ' begin to rise Qore rapidly. Analogy to the 
case of airfoils su~gests that such an upward curvature might 
be predicted by a theory more refined than the first-order 
treetment 'eoployed. However, the departure from linearity 
is here so abru)t that it is more likely the result of 
another cause, perhaps flow separatio~. Tsien notes 
(reference 3) that in the event of separation the ,lift will 
increase at greater than a linea~ rate. 
Experimental values of lift-curve slope depend upon 
Reynolds number, as shown in fi gur e 11. For each body 
I lift-curve slope is seen to fall initially with increasing 
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Reynold? number , remaining ,nearly constant beyond about three 
milli0ns.., This c"Jnstant value is, f'Jr the basic body, equal 
tq that predicted by t~eory. Blunting the n'Jse increases t~e 
\
S10Pe at hig~ Reynolds numbers. For the bulbous body the final 
c')nstant value of lift-curve slope is c onsic1erably less than 
theory, and is ,about equal to that for the ba,sic shapeo ' The 
reason for this may be in part that the effective shape of 
,thE1 bulb0u8 boq.y 0pproaches that 'Jf the be", sic body. Schli eren 
observation indicates th~t the flow departs from ' the surface 
of the bulbous body just bey:md the point of maximum thickness, 
probably qS a result of laminar separation Q In figure 7(a) 
,this effect is evident from the thin dark line on the top of 
the body. It cannot be observed on ,the bott'Jm, probably 
because of insufficient optical sensitivity; but the attendant 
IIcatw:tiskern sh')ck wave, which mClrks its beginning, :is clearly 
evident. The separation apparently stc.rts slightly ahead of 
tbe the.orertical adverse pressure gradient shol,.-n 'in fi gure 9. 
Drag Q - In figure 12 the total-cl.rag ano.. f'Jre-drag coeffi-
cients of each body are plotted versus angle of attack. 
Theoretical values are als0 shown f0r the basic ' and bulbou-s 
b0Qies. No theory is sh')wn for the blunt body since the Dethod 
is inapplicable 0 
ConSider first the generc:l ei'f ects of scale upon drag. 
It is seen that t otcd-dr, g coeff'icicnt s of all tl1ree bcdie s 
exhibit large variati -:ms with Reyn'J2.d.s number . Compe,rison ' 
l...rith the corresponding f'Jre-dre.g c0cfficients makes it evident 
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that this is the re8ult largely of scale e.ffect upon Qase 
.' ;' 
pressure . However , considerable scale effect upon fore 
, . 
(trag remaihs., The remaining effect is much top grec:t to be 
attributed to changes in skin friction, if incompre ~sible 
values of skin-friction coefficient are ass~med. T~is 
assu'mption appears to be justified by the results of 
referenries ' 6 and 70 
r'n ' the ca.'se of the 'bu lbclUs b')dy , th~ variation of fore 
drp.g with :teynolds number can probably be ascr i bed to tIle 
flow separation which was seen to occur near the point of 
maximum thickness. Independent tests suggest that the 
ext ent of separati ")~ varies marl':cdly 1'11 th scale , although 
,schlieren pilot ')graph s, 1'lhich might confirm th~s for the 
bulbou's body, are not available throughout the range ')f 
Reynolds numboro Considerati')n of the the')rctical pressure 
distribution indicates that the experimental variation 0f 
fore drag' is less than the change lihich would result if the 
flO't,r separated tangentially at the point of maximum 
thickness. Only partial progress i0n with Reynolds number 
bet¥een separated ~nd unseparnted flaw is thus suffic1en~ 
to ~ccount quantitatively f or the observed change in f')re 
drag. 
No separati'Jn ",Tas observed liJhich r.:ight 3,ccount for the 
effects of scale upon the f0re drags of the other two bodies . 
It is likely , however, t~['t variati'Jn of pressure at the rear 
of a body is not c'Jnfined solely to the flat base , but is 
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transmitted s')me distance upstream thr')ugh the boundary 
layer. The basic and blunt bodles are boat- tailed, so that 
such a variation w')uld exert . a resultant force in the drag 
direction. The magnitude of this force has been estimated ')n 
the assumption that the base pressure acts undiminished over 
the entire boat-tail and has been found to more than account 
f')r t h e observed changes in fore drag . i'~0 explanation is kn')wn 
for the fact that fore drag exhibits a much greater scale 
effect for the blunt body than for the basic body. 
It is evident from figures 12(0. ) and 12(c) that the rate 
of increase of drag cQ~fficient with angl e of attack is under-
estimated by theory. The agreement improves as Reynolds number 
is increased, but even at the upper limit of the investi-
gation the fore drags ')f t he basic and bu l bous bodies 
increase several times faster than t h e thco~ct~cal prediction. 
C?nsider now the particular case of ~inimum drag. 
Figure 13 ShOlr.TS the effect s of scale up')n minimum drag 
c')efficients of the three bodies. B')th mi nimum fore drag 
., 
and minimum total drag are seen to increE'.sc with Reynolds 
number. Nearly conste,nt values are a t tained for the basic 
body at a Reynolcs nunber of three milli ons) and apparently 
als') ,f')r the bulbous boc.y at the hlghest test value. HlnLnum 
d~ags of the blunt body c')ntinue to rise up to the limit of the 
investigation. Blunting the basic body increases both mini~um 
f ore drag and minimum total drag, except at the lowest 
Reynolds number. This one excepti0n ap pears so unlikely that 
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it must be presumed to be due to experimental err0r , lying as 
it d0es just inside the limits of uncertainty listed 
previ,:>uslyo 
Als':> sh ':>wn f':>r the basic and bulbous b':>dies in figure 13 
are the theoretical Vall:8S of f0re.dra[ ) c':>nsisting of the 
theoretical wave drag plus the skin-friction drags f0r both 
laminar and turbulent flow . Values of skin- friction coeffi-
cients were as sumed appropriate t':> inc 0mpr essible flow. 
At 10' Reynolds numbers) mini~um fore-drag coefficients are 
seen to fall below eitheT theory . As ~iscussed previously , 
this discrepancy results from separa~ion in the case of the 
'bulbous body, a:1d fr'x.1 h i gh ba.se pressures acting t hr'Jugh 
the thick b0uridary layer to increase tt.e pressures over the 
boat-tail in the caSe of the basic body . At higher Reyn'Jlds 
numbers , h0' ever;- e __ per in"!ental values of minimum fore drag 
lie bet"l.-veen the nan:'OhT li::1ic·s of the'Jry modified for laminar 
and turbulent skin friction . In view of the approximate 
nature of tt.e theory ~ such close e.greeD.ent is per:t,aps 
f0rtuit':>us. 
Pitc~ing m~mGnt .- Reliable D'Jment dat a were obtained 
only f0r t~e basic b)dy . These are presented in figure 14 
to~cther with the predicti0n of linear theory. It is seen 
that a zer'J shift (vJ"hich lies in8i c.:'e tte sugges.ted lioits of 
uncertainty) has caused a serious displaceuent of the moment 
curve 2t the lowest Reynolds number. Other is e the data 
Flppear .g;rtltifying2.y gO'Jd. 'rhe increase of moment coefficient 
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wi th angle, like that of lift, departs from linearity above 
6°. The slope of the moment curve agrees well with theory 
through')ut the range -:>f Reyn-:>lds numbers investigated, and 
is not subject to scale effect. 
Wings 
Comparable theory.- Experimental results can, in the case 
of r the straight wing , be compared with value s predicted by 
theory if the effect of taper is neglected. In the case of 
the sweptback v,Ting , on the other hand , i t ~Till be seen that 
existing theory is not applicable 0 
The aerodynamic charact eristics 0f trle straight U1Ting are, 
except for the effects of taper and finite span, predicted by 
t wo - dimensi0nal ~upersonic airfoil t he0ry. Here the solution 
was obtained by the me t h-:>d of successive oblique shock waves 
and isentr0pic expansions , whicll is presented in convenient 
form in r eference S. For- the particular airfoil section employed 
this "shock-expans ion" me thod r epresents, in fact, the exact 
invi scid soluti0n for c0nditi')ns on the airfoil surface. 
The the')ry fp.ils if the flow changes to subs 0nic behi nd the 
0blique sh')ck 1,',rave at the leadi~g edge , but the angle of 
attack .at.which this occurs was n0t att a ined in the present 
inv(stigati0n . 
The effects of taper cannot bc acc')unt €d f9r theoretically, 
cut are proba.bly VG:ry small. The effects of finite span can, 
h0wever, be a ccounted for appr.0ximat ely . Linear theory 
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ind.icates. t hat at supersonic speeds the effects -are ,clJn:fine d 
solely to the triangular portions of the wing int ercept ed by 
the !~ch cones springing from the frl)nt of each wing tip • 
.Eusemann has invest igated the case of a rectangular fla.t 
plate (reference 9) ' and foun d that to first order the lift 
wi thin the tip re gi'Jns is half ",hat i t ,,'ould be in the 
absence of any effecto This result for the rectangular, f1at 
.p late was assumed to ap ply approximately te> the present 
tapered wing of 5-percent-thick secti')n . The theoretical 
section characteristics were m0dified acc ordingly . That is, 
the . .s 'ec tion coefficien,ts were modified by the factor·s w:b..ich 
11Tould apply to an ,equivalent rectangular flat plate. ' The 
equivalcn~ ~ r.ectangular plan farra Has chosen 'se> tha.t the 
~ch C0nes springing from t~e wing tips intercept the same 
perc entage o,f tatal area, as .on ·the actual tapered plan form. ' 
This procedure yields 'trJ'hat is ,believed to be the best 
predict~on obtainab le from exi~ting the9ry. It is this theory 
th8t wil l be Bmployed in the discussion unless otherwise 
noted . 
For the ~weptback wi ng na such refined theoretical . 
tre~tment has been developed. The first -order theary f or a 
ccmstp.nt-chord sv-Teptback wing of infinite, span (reference 10) 
applies in tne present case for 0nly a short distance behind 
the leading edge. Furthermore, in atternpting to use the 
simple theory ,only within this reg ion} it is found that the 
bm-.T ''lave ,-rill always be de1;ached fraIL the present airfoil 
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secti')n, and consequently the theory is never applicable.. The 
ree.son for the detachment is that near the leading edge. t.o a 
first approximati')n only the normal C0fi1pOnent 0f !elo~ity is 
effective~ and the corresponding l1ach number is less than 1,16. 
Then the bow wave will theoretically detach whenever ~he angle 
through which the flm·[ is cOr:J.pressed at the leading edge e.xceeds 
2.80 • Since the leading-edge angle of t he sweptback w~ng i~ 
greater than twice this value, detachr.:ent v.Jill always occur. 
. . . .' 
Detachment vIa.S observed experimentally 't'li th the schlieren 
apparatus f0r an angle of c')mpression at the leading edge of 
only 3°. In view of t hese obj ections, n') ~0mparison ~th theory 
is made in the ~ase 0f the sweptbuck wing . 
Lift.- Lift c~aracteristics 0f tr:e . strc;ti ght and sweptback 
wings are presented .in figure 15. Variati0n of lift coeffi~ 
cient vvith angle .. of attack is sr:mvrl') togt:ther .with thc 0ry in 
the case.of the straight wing. 
On the wh01e, lift results are quali te.ti vely similar to 
what w')u1d be antiCipated from theory. Lift coefficient 
increases at first alm0st linearly wi t h angle of attack, and 
slightly more rapidly at high angles. Ar1;g1e of zero .lift 
varie s on.ly slight ly v i th ReynQlds number for both 'tiTings, as 
shown in figure 16. Its velue in .the case of the straight 
l1ings exceeds byJo that predicted from the?ry. The s8.r.le shift 
was 0bserved by Ferri for a t'tiTo-dirnen.s i ?na1 airfoil of similar 
• 
section tested at c~Qparable value s of "!ach and ReynQlds 
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number (r eference 11). Ferri obtained pressure-distribution 
measurements on other ~rofiles which indicate that the shift 
can b e attributecl to flO'l,v separati')n on the low-pressure 
surface near the trailing edge. 
Figure 16 shows that experimental values of lift-curve 
slope depend upon Reynolds number for bot h wings . Slopes 
are s een to increa se with Reynolds number up to one-half 
milli'Jn ,pnobably as a result of reanJard movement of the 
se~aration pOint. Eeyond t h is value of Reynolds number, 
.lift-curve s lopes of both wi ngs are independent of ~cale up 
to ' the limit of the investigati on. F')r the s traight "llITing j 
the c ')nstant .value , though I e ss than -'ehe theoretical section 
vallJ.e J i s a~ost .4 percent greater than the theoretical value 
for finite spano This discre pancy can prbbably be attributed 
to the influence of the fitting which suppl'Jrts the i,ring . 
It will be shown later when discuss ing l ing- b ody interac tion 
that, at supe rs')nic speeds , lifting pressure s carryover from 
a wing onto a body for some distance downstream f rom t h e 
trailing edge. The prOjected area of t he support fitting 
·iE? 7 percen~. ')f the "-Ting a r ea, s o t hat only e. partial carry-
over of lift . would account f or the 4-~ercent exces s • 
. Angular def l ecti?p of the wings under aerodynamic load 
is .a cpmplicating factor . In the case of t he straight wing 
it ca~ses no difficulty since the wing merely becl')mes slightly 
bowed , with every span~ise section remaining at the same 
angle of attack . The sweptback wi ng , on the other hand , 
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t U:1.s ts ' "L'.ncter load so that the angle of attack decre8.s es 
progrcssively along the span. - I n the present investigation, 
measur.emE'nts showed t~at the decrease amounted to as much as 
1 0 at the ti ps of the s'Vreptback 1. i ng . F')r tnis r eas')n the 
Rctual· angl e of attack of t~e ~ 61e wing mi ght be c onsidered 
indet erD~nateJ so that the t~uE charac~ c rist ics of the wi ng 
wOl11d be obscured b.y t':Jist. Fr om ' anothe r point of vi ew , 
however , the angu:ar deflect ion 1 s mor e a pparEnt than real . 
r ho Rrgur:en t c.epe:.lQs 'J.}lon the sirap le the tjry of m'le cpbac k 
(reforenc e 10) 1:,rhicb, clespi t e the obj :: c t i ')ns previ ously 
aclvanced , me.y perb8 1;:Js ['.pply to tho pre s ent Fing in a gcner a l 
way 0 Cans.ic1sT h'J''''' a 8weptb 8.ck wii1g; def'l ccts elastically under 
loa.d . It" is ap?arent that the an g :::"o ')f att[ck 'J f "s tr eo.mwi sc 
secti')ns will decrease fr')2 the root to th~ tip. The ang l o 
of . attc c k m08sured~orQal to the leading edge 1i 11 remain, 
hOlnleVer, ncar l ~~ c,)!1st e,nt along tl:e spnn o :::t is this latter 
ang l e . which, according to simple sweep-back t heory , deter-
mines the asrodynnDic characteristics. Thus s according to 
this the ory ~ t he characteristics of the swep tback wi ng ill 
n')t be affected by twist ~ That t his letter reasoning may be 
t he mor~ nc?-rly corr ect is borne out by figl,;.re 16 ''''hi ch shoViTs 
the effect af scale up')n the lift-6urvo sl'Jpe of t ho swcpt -
back 1nT ingo' }'r'Jm a Reynolds number ' of one-hE'.lf million up to 
the limit .· of t he invTI stigati')n the wing 10~6.ing, and honce 
the angle of tip cleflect ion , i ncr eftsc s sevc, r e.l f old~ 'Ii ft -
curve slop~J howeVer , remains unchanged. 
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Dl~ag.- Dl' :'g c1l2ractcristics of t he straiG_: t ana. s~Iept1Jack 
u~r:[:s al'e ~Jrcs ent eo. i n fi gul"e 170 Theore ti cal '-rave dro..g is 
?o:..~ bOt~l \':in:':;8 J 'dr ag coefficients are inclepeEdont of 
Re: no l ds number aco\-e G le- h21f ~jilli on . Tnus in fi~}).res 
17 (a) an(. 17 (b) the test points :C~0l" t~1e three 11ig11es t values 
of ,:8..eyno l e:'8 n1JE1:JCr e"'..o f:" ;1.e a 8in:::; l e c .:,. .. VO c In ordor to make 
hLlve beon ro~)lot t o( sC:)B.r.'1t o1y ll"om t ho se fOl' t he tlvO 1011e1" 
:0 010':'; or~.o-h 'l.lf-li1:i.llion ?eY;'1.01~~s nt~r::r,c r, the (L2."ag ; t.lls 
of 
J~he cLecl'oase in 8~::':.11 frictic1. "J~ __ icr: a cccLp.SL1ics increasing 
inCicatc~ in the ~is cus8 ion of li ft-curve slopo, 
5·'::2.1e 0ff oc t ui) on r:. i:.:.i:~1'lJ.Ll C"'.:CL'.G i s typicc.l qU21i tat i vely 
of th.:1t at a:'~y .:1n ,:;lo 0: attac ~:c FiGuro 18 S:'10~ .-S tho vo..rio..t ion 
of Lli:1iolC1 d:cc_t; coeff i ciont 'ii th ::1.eY:1.01(.s nu~tor for b oth 
va!.ucs of (.-:.raG obte.inee:' ty 8,(1.(.i n:; 10H·~ GPooe:' vn luos of laLinnr 
nne.. turbul oi.1t sl\:L1 fr iction to t~l.O tl'lc ol"' c tical wnvo c .... r ag o Tho 
a l';l'CC!:h"n t bot1'lC'on c::,"~')c:.~ir::el1 t . 8..nc1 "c::c t heory inclue"ing laminar 
, -1.}c.nc. , [l.groorrlcnt ui th tho 
theory ir:clu\..;il1[; turbulcnt f:"iction is poor, T.~1US it scorns 
liko l y the .. t .... i t>i:1 t:'l0 ~:C.cy no lC.s nUT ~.JC l' l'nn~o of theso te s ts 
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the bouna,ary l oser i s preelominantly 10L1ina r over a t least the 
stra1 r.:,h t 'tving . 
At h i ghe r e.ngle s of attack , figui'e 17 (a) sl1.OI'1is that th e 
agreerce~t is less perfect bet ~-Jeen t b.eor et::ca l and experiElental 
values of dr ag for t~~e straight u i ng . 3eyond about 50 the 
measured drag at the higher ReYI!olri.s m .. l!'"J' ei"S is 101'ler t~1E'.n the 
t heoretic['.l ~'Ja7e c-;'rag , eT:en 1-r:1.8n s::in fI'icti on is neglected ~ 
Thi s behavior 1s jn accord wi th Ferri ' s findi ng s for an a ir-
foil of similar se0tton . (See r eference 11.) 
It has been seen that bot:l t he lift &nCL c1rag char acter-
isti~s of the 1,\-JO ~lipgs 2.re i nc:..ei.::>enclent of sCLle above one-
half [1i lli on :ii.eyno 1. c:.s i.1Ui"Jt ero Cons ec~ue~tly the curves of 
fi gure 19 sho'd.ne; d rag coefficient as a fu~cti on of lif t coef-
fic ient J.L:euise e=~nibi t no sCccle effect beyond this value . 
Curves of ar~g uuaf~icj.ent an~ lift- drag r ati o as a 
functi on of lift coefficient are compared for the strai~ht and 
s ~vept'bacl: Nines in f i gu:L"e 20 for the r <'.11.se of ?eynolds i.1.umbe rs 
in 1<'lhich scale effect is absent . The sueptba ck \,ving is seen 
rna tely lU percent lONer ("-rag ane1 corr esponcl.ingly nie;her lift-
drag ratio a t any VcUU3 of lift coeffic::"cnt t h i"ouChout the 
range investi['at cCLo It Dust be e;·.1~Jhasi;:,ecL tho.t t:lis c ODp2.rison 
i s presented sil;:~)ly as a Dc..ttcr of intei"cst ~ It was not the 
PUl"pos e of this investit;[l.tlon to corn~E'.re tho relative [1eri ts of 
sl-rept ,'l_nd uns~-Tcpt ~~)lan fo:,:'ms 0 Cons ()c:uent l y no attenpt :lUS made 
in desi l3ni ng the mode ls to c" oose an o:!,)timuiil amount of slJeep 
back; v ery probc.bl~i s ome ot:ler angle 1Jo1..~lcl hCl.ve proved more 
cm::::-} 'C~TrT ,AI I 
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favo:"c,ble. In a ny ev ent , i.t is not to be ex~)ccto(l tllE'.t J.:;ho 
solection of the ·oost s:jQcpbac~:: 2.11=~lo fOl' e. s :"von E[.c~_ :1urJbor 
can bo c~:i. vc,I'ccd fron tho cho:' co of c:..irfoil s8ction. 
fo:. .... 
win~s ware sevoroly ros~rict8d by tho balanco dofect 
raontlonoc"'t. previ ous:::"y anct , boing 13;-.10.,11 , f1.:-co li::ouis 0 s ubj ect 
S~JC'p ti::ac:::. ~Tin.::;s. 
c ... ,C 0 oj.' Ii ft -cu}. .... v c.; s 10·)'o 
_. , ~:,esu lts 
from t~o inf:udhco of thD fit~in ~ , l~ich S~)~OI'ts tho l' ing~ 
Lift c ,2:.~rioct over on to tho ::i ttin~ , uhich p:-co ~ oc~s bohind t~lC 
tI'C1,ili:1g 0::1.':;0) HO'~~.d t e :1t to c:'..~cc tho obsorved slope of tho 
n or.:ont curve nC[;Qtlvc ; ['.s it is I n f i u"Lll .... C 21(2. ) D It ~Jas not 
for th~ suo)tbac~ :~~g, rof o ~rcd ~o t~ ~ c entroid of t~o p lan 
f o~m , · a~o s iDi12r to t~o co ~o? t~o str~i 2 ht ~lnG . ~ho s lopb 
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be cause i t is closer to the m~ment axis. Hence the true values 
of m'JIJent c'Jefficient may be virtually identical for the 
straight and swept back wing s at all angles of attack o In any 
event the values are small , so t hat t he c enter of pr essure lies 
nearly ct the center of area for both wi ngs o No scale effect 
upon the pitching- o 'Jment characteristics of either wing can be 
disc erned . 
~ ing- Body CODbinations and Int erE cti'Jn 
The a8rodynamic cher a ct eristics of the e i ght ~ing-body 
combinati')ns are of interest chiefly in deter~ining the 
effects of interaction. Accordingly , the lift and drag of the 
combinnt inDs v-ill not be discussed sep['-ratcly but only in 
c~Q~~ris~n with t~c chE.rectcristics of the sepa r e te compon ents. 
~if t i.n·::; er".c ti')n. - ~V:len the inve stigc:.ti on vTO. S undertaken 
it vTaS ant icip1. t eel t~1[', t the port ion of wing area blanketed 
by a body might prov e 'Jnly partially effective in the product i on 
of lift. The ext ent of its effectiveness wes , ')f cours e , to 
be evaluated by comparing the sum of the lifts of the separate 
wings and bodies wi th the lift of each resultant combination. 
This compari G'Jn i s made in f i gure 220 Variat i on of lift 
c oe fficient with angle of attack i s staND by a solid line 
for each combination of a wing plan form through a body . 
I n cases where the plc\n form was also test ed out side the b ody 
(u s ing the di vided wing) , the result is shown on the same 
graph by a broken lineo For comparis'Jn , a dashed line shows 
COl FIDEi.'1TIAL 
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the su~ 0bt~insd by 2~ding t~e ne~8ured lifts of th~ 
separate wi~g and body. ~ll coefficients have been referred 
to a co~mon reference area , that of the wing p_an f~rcs. 
It is at 0nce evide~t that t h e lift - curve slo~e for a 
c0mbinati~~ c~m)rising a plan for~ @ounted through a body 
is practically identical in every case with the S'J.ffi of the 
slopes for the c~2~onent wing ana bodYa This obse~vation 
ap91ies to either the str ,i ght or s1"Jeptback p2..a.n form 
together Kith ary one Qf t he three different bodies. 
Furthermore ) it is ve.lid thr'Y.lghout . >c11e ent ir e rans e of 
Reynold.s nU::1bers i::west:" gq.ted., T~e C,cc'J.racy of t ilis result 
is em,has: zen. by the d9.ta sh0'"n in fi gures 22 (8. ) ane. 22 (c) 
for the combinati JD of t' e pla n forc mounted outside 
(rather than throu: _; t~e bodYn :he lift-curve slop e of this 
al t erna ti ve c0lTIoinat i on i s much great er than the total f 'Jr 
its camponent s n 1::'US, at 1.53 -r.ach number the effect of int er-
acti0r is suc:h that in estimatinr; the lift of a cOfl1bin9.~clon 
fro~ the charact e-' istics of its com)onents , the portion' 0f 
~Ting area blanketed by the b:xl:Jr sh0ulc'. be considered' 
I cor:mlet ely effect i ve 0 
The mechanis;,1 by which lift is carried over acro ss the 
body 1 auld be clarified by pressure-distri.buti on measurement s. 
Certain Gcrm9.n resu~:cs ave recently become available which 
to s')'lTle extent explaJ,n t ilis matter. Reference 1 2 present s 
rneasurc:Jents thr'Ju2;h a broe.d spe~d renge of the l i "'t distr i-
butions 'over a si~9 1e body of rev~lution and, a missile· 
l~ ________ ~ ___________ C_O_:'~_F_:::D:C;I_'r_~r_I_A_L _____ ___ ~  _ _ , ___ ~
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cODprising nerly the same body plus a wing . Consideration 
of the distribution of n0rmal force S11.01"S that the result of 
adding a wing is distinctly different at subsonic and supersonic 
speeds. At subs~nic speeds additi~nal lift a cts upon the portion 
of the body directly bGtv\~ ee 1.. the t l:J"O he Ives of the 1"ving. At 
supers':mic speeds) hm.·T ever) 2. dcati~na.J. lifting pressures act 
0n the body for a considerable distcli1ce clo.'VDstrean of the 1I'!ing . 
It pppears reasonable to suggest th~t the lift carried over 
onto the b ody is shifted do~nstream ro~ghly ithin an area 
defined by the Mach cones springing froD t he leading and 
trailing edges of the wi~g root. Thus the conclusion reached 
in the present investigation - that the b l cnketed p?rti~n of 
wing is cOQpletely effective in producing lift - is probably 
cfJrrect only when the Fing is located l-.iell ahead of ,the base 
of t he body', Otherwi se considerable lift may be lost. In the 
case of a tail surface) for exaople) t he lifting pressures 
which ",ould otherNise act dOv>ffistream ~1T:"ll di sap ;;:>e8,r . The port ion 
of the lifting surface blafketed bJ the body will t hen be only 
partially effective ' in prbducing lifto 
Henti0n must be made of anot~_er probob l e restriction. 
Consideratio~ of the limiting case of vanishingly small wing 
span mak~s it obvious that the rule becomes invalid ~hen the -
wing span is short c~rn)E ~ed with the body diameter. The exact 
limit cannot, of course, be determined fro~ the results of 
this investigation. It is likely tnat the rule ,viII apply for 
ratios of wing span to body diameter considerably smaller than 
CO~~:;'I EN:'IAL 
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t.108e eli1p10yec1 here 0 
Experimental angles of zero :ift for t~e c~Qbinati~ns 
are several tenths of a degree less t~an those. obtained 
froIl! t~e compon0:~'.'G results , excc,t \':hen t he bulbous body 
is involved o It I,Tas prcvi')usly noted t~lC't the ex)?e r ir.1Cntal 
. 
zero-lift angle for the s traight \,ring 8.:one exceeds theory 
by approximately the sane aQount ) and the difference was 
at-':ributcd' t~ sepe.i.'C' ti')n r T~'lis sl.lE"gests that t he iJrcs cnce 
')f the body inhibits flov sQparati~n over t he wing, except 
W!:1en the bulbous b'JcS.y is empl'')yed o 
~l8.nlr:ct:"ng o~ the r::ic'.s6cti ~~1 cf ·c .:c ~ 1::16 ,.,Till Ten'J t~ reduce 
On the oths r _:8 nO.; :.t is knl"),,;,mthot r:lUtuC'.l interference ~f ~ving 
and b~dy usually te~ds t~ inc rease the drag . Depe::1Cin~ upon 
\\Thich of t:te sc effect s )redominatos , t:~e net C'.ra; of ti.1e 
co~bination ~ill be either zreat s r ')r less than the su~ of 
the drags of its c~cp')~ ents . 
A C~CDar:'SQ~ is ~ade in figu~e 23 , in the same Qanner 
as in the case ') f lift, bet~een th2 fOTe-dr8.g c~effici onts 
of the various win C-" ')dy coobinatil")ns Dnd t he sums of 
the drags of tho ' seperete wine s a~d todies . Fore drag is 
conSidered, :""'E1.thsr than tot al c.r ag , S Q th8.t the c,)r:!par ison 
will not be co~pllcated by t he p')ssible effects 0f sU9p0rt 
interference upon ~8se pressurE o 
:rACA R:' :~o. A6~(22 
I nspe ction of figure 23 leads to the conclusion that , in 
general, the clrCl.g of the cocbination comp:cising the ~'Ting plan. 
form ~ounted throu~~ the body is equal to the sum of the drags 
of its components . The accuracy of tllis conclusion is not so 
great as in the case of lifto The agrGeDent is gene~ally . poor 
at the 101'Jest values of ::i.eJnolds number . At h i [her Be~rnolcl.s 
numbers a systematic variation ':!i tn boc"'cy shape is evi c~ent . 
For combinations involving the basic ~O ('.y (figs . 23( a) anct 23 (b)) 
the drag is o1"'c11narily sliGhtly e;reater than the sum for the 
separate Ning ano. boc1~I . 1·}].1en the blunt b oo.y is involved 
(~igs . 23(c) ana. 23(0.)) the t1'TO vah~es 8,:,,'e essentially equal , 
vJhile "~lith the bu,r';ou8 bo(l~T (fi5s . 23(e) and. 23(f)) the drag 
of the conbination is slightl:r sw:,.ller than the sura fo:,.~ its 
com~).on8nt8 . Figures '23(.:'1.) and 23 (e) S~10U, hO~'JCve:c, that the 
agre.c.ment is alr·mys :-'1Uc11 bettei" than it i s for the al ternati ve 
combination of the ~)12.n for[1 l':lounted entirely outsio.e the bod~T. 
Hence it appears that for all ~r~ctical purposes the drag 
decrease effected by blanketing a portion of the wing is 
c m.mterbalanced b J' the inoreaso re8ul tines from interaction. 
The p~ysical reason for this rule i s not so apparent as 
in the case of lift, and no ~ressure-dist~ibution measurements 
arc available to clal'ify the mechanism i n ·olvec1. It is again 
evid.ent ' . houevor , that the rule becoL1cs invalid. "i'Jhen the l'ling 
span is short in compm:--ison .'Ii th the body diameter. The rule 
may als o fail ~.Then the lifting surface is ncar the rear of the 
. 
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b0dy , 88 with a tail plane . 
T':hl1e this c')r.:parison has been c')nfined t') f0re dre.£ ) 
liliich is believed t') be rela~ively free of sup?~rt in~er-
ference , exactly the same c0~clusi1ns apply to total' drag . 
This is ·dem0r:strcl.ted in figure 2l..!· f')r only 0ne typical' case } 
the straight 1,ri.ng plan f0rr.l fll')unt G d t11r')ug:r~ t~e blu: t body. 
relating t~ the ef!ect ~f i~te~acti'n uoor: pi~chi~g-00cent 
characteristics . I~ fiscussing lift ~nteracti')n , it was 
noted that for a c')Qbinati')n tho lift which is carried over 
fr')~ the wing onto the body is dis):~ced downstrea~ . The 
Wing, so that it see~s likely that tto cen~er af pressure 
, 
for a c0~binati')n ~')uld lie behin1 t~et of the wing a10ne . 
Applicability of·Results 
The c0nclusioDs deduced from this investigati0n regarding 
the aer0dynaoic c~L~acteristics ')f wi~zs and, bodies) the 
effects of scale, and the ef!octs of lnteraction upon the 
lift and drag 0f c00binati0ns ~~ 3u)ers0nic speads are 
strictly 8.?~J::"icable 0nly a t 11a.ch l1lJ:lbors close t'J the test 
value of 1053. I t is logical to aSSUGE ) h')wever ) tl~t these 
result s apply Ht least appr0xir::.at 01: for f)t:1C r super s0nic 
BElch nUr.1bers neither very large n0I' very c10se t'J unity. 
Further invest iga til")n is required t'J show t''J V<That ext en t 
chHnges in l1ach nuober affect either the .ge: era.l i t·y of the 
CONFIDE:'J~ IAL 
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conclus ions or the restrictions to their apl}licabili ty l.vhich 
have been suggested. 
It i s evident that even an approximat e theoretical Bolu- , 
tion for supersonic flo~v over some siDpl e c Oii1:Jination of p l ane 
li ft i ng surface and boc.y of revolution uould be ~1elcomed by 
the practical a8rodynemicist . 
CONCLUSIOHS 
The folloNing conclusions were deduced from tests a t 
1.53 11ach number of several sUILJrsonic '.1in[;s , bocl.ies of 
r evolution , anet resulting cOlJbinations : 
10 Up to the h i ghest Reynolds rn_U!1bel~S :..~cached in the 
investigation , acroci.ynamj c ch~r['ccte:cistics of the straight anc1 
Sl'Tcptback uings cn~e inc.cyenc1en t of scale above a Rcynol ds 
number of onc- ho..lf fJ illion. Bc~,Tonc1 tlu:.t value;) the chara cter-
i stics of the Stl"8.igh t uing , except for Rns l e of zero lif'G and 
drag at ~ligh angles of attc.lck, a1'0 closely predicted by 
existing theory . 
2 . Aerodynal~ic charac teri ctics of the tuo shar~)-nose 
bodies of r evolution appear to oe neal"ly incl..epeno.ent of scale 
betueen Reyno l (s n1.~mbo~s of thI'ee or four T,1illions and the 
hi ghes t values reached i n the test . Beyond those values, 
their charac teri stics , except for drag at h i gh an~les of 
attacl~, a _" e predicted rC 2.sono'-;::; ly Hell by existing linear 
theory up to angles of attacl: of 60 • 'lhe blunt Dody continues 
to ShOlv s cale effe c t up to t __ e licit of this investigat ion. 
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3u In es ti:Jating lift ancl d r c..g of a uing- b ody cornbina-
ti on froLl the c!1.D.j:"act ::Ti s-::; ic s of it s COE.p Ol1ents , the l')ortion 
of wing area b l anke ted by the boey ShOLld be cons ide r od 
c omplete l y effcc -Gi ve ae i"o :lynp.:ically o mhis r u l e probably 
( 
fails i f the '.TinG i s ,'olo se to t!1.c bas e of t .le bo c~.y , or if 
_Ltr. cs .n.cronQutico.l Laborr.tory , 
:Ja tional A(.vis o:~y C 0:,::.: 2. t'~8 e for _' ero n2.U tic'S , 
:Ioffet t Fic l c , Calif . 
=~iltr)D D, Van Dyke , 
Aer~naut!cal En g in eer . 
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